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Tracings
from Belmo
i
Finally, the magic 
from a horse conjures 
some safety in you
the gift from eleven seconds 
flat on earth
keep the races coming up 
for afternoons laid back
U
Soli: alone 
Swale: bleak
I think of these two horses 
together
entering the utopia 
where their names are 
what they mean:
singular means icy. means concerned.
Hi
Our work sharpens 
a sundial of shadows thinking 
on a richer life
but today is dusty, then wet enough 
there are some good two year olds 
coming in
maybe this year, this year 
we'll change.
95
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Long walks back to the barn 
unravel a victory back 
to a picture of a horse 
evolving from the grass 
we think we heard 
our world say: keep.
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